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Reviewer comments as per SPQR guideline reflection

This article has robust qualitative methodology and represents interesting data with good example quotes and a good discussion. I think some areas of the study need to be further commented on or justified in revision before publication.

1. Contextual factors of clinic where sample was chosen from to be included eg demographics, socioeconomic status etc

2. In regards to recruitment, further clarification on how patients were recruited is required. Was it at the PFAC meetings where patients were recruited? Or was this were recruiting doctors were given flyers to approach appropriate patients? It is unclear how and in what setting interested patients signed up.

3. Comment required in methods about rationale as to why healthcare providers were not excluded from the sample. The aim stated at the conclusion of the background section as: "The study presented here addresses this need by examining more deeply the use of secure messaging to manage care among patients with chronic conditions who are experienced portal users."

4. Demographics table or more descriptive commentary required in regards to participant representation of age, sex, socioeconomic status etc.

5. Commentary required on why recruiting was concluded. Given that only 11 participants were true patients only and not provider/patients, was this enough of a sample to reach saturation in themes? Please comment in methods.

6. Demographics required next to quotes eg "- male, age 52" may be useful for context when reading
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Unable to assess

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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